Manifesto:
Franks is the future
Vote Jodie for 21/22
Who I am:
Hi! I'm Jodie. I'm from London, and am studying Classics at Leeds. I am currently
part of the UJS national council and serve as a trustee for UJS. I am enthusiastic
about everything I want to do as president, and here are just a few of my ideas for
the coming year.

Fresher engagement:
•
•
•

Create a nationwide buddy scheme to support friendships and professional
relationships between Jewish students on different campuses
Hold a Nationwide virtual freshers event to engage new students in UJS and
Jewish life on campus.
UJS staff to have virtual drop in times for all students

Inclusion:
•
•
•
•

Encourage creation of quiet rooms an accessible spaces at Jsoc events
Incorporate the suggestions of the ‘Commission on Racial Inclusivity in the
Jewish Community’ to make UJS welcoming to Jews of all races
Have designated tables at FNDs/events for students who want to branch out
and make new friends
Don’t let small Jsocs fall between the gaps! Take advantage of online events
to bring campuses together

Israel:
•
•
•

Work with organisations in Israel to organise a “Israel webinar”, facilitating
group conversations for students with different views regarding Israel
Continue to push universities to adopt the IHRA definition of antisemitism
Encourage Jsocs to publicly mark Israeli calendar events such as yom
hazikaron and yom haatzmaut

Judaism:
•
•

Create a UJS recipe book for FNDs, with recipes from students of all
backgrounds
Publish a guide for Jsocs on how to run successful interfaith events

•
•

Develop the relationship with UJC, Marom and PJS to help all students have
the resources they need to hold events
Work with Keshet to educate students to become more supportive of LGBTQ+
Jews, including religious perspectives

